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ABSTRACT

Aims. We present observations from the Gaia-ESO Survey in the lines of Hα, [N II], [S II], and He I of nebular emission in the central
part of the Carina nebula.
Methods. We investigate the properties of the two already known kinematic components (approaching and receding), which account
for the bulk of emission. Moreover, we investigate the features of the much less known low-intensity high-velocity (absolute RV >
50 km s−1) gas emission.
Results. We show that gas giving rise to Hα and He I emission is dynamically well correlated with but not identical to gas seen
through forbidden-line emission. Gas temperatures are derived from line-width ratios, and densities from [S II] doublet ratios. The
spatial variation of N ionization is also studied, and found to differ between the approaching and receding components. The main
result is that the bulk of the emission lines in the central part of Carina arise from several distinct shell-like expanding regions, the
most evident found around η Car, the Trumpler 14 core, and the star WR25. These “shells” are non-spherical and show distortions
probably caused by collisions with other shells or colder, higher-density gas. Some of them are also partially obscured by foreground
dust lanes, while very little dust is found in their interior. Preferential directions, parallel to the dark dust lanes, are found in the shell
geometries and physical properties, probably related to strong density gradients in the studied region. We also find evidence that the
ionizing flux emerging from η Car and the surrounding Homunculus nebula varies with polar angle. The high-velocity components in
the wings of Hα are found to arise from expanding dust reflecting the η Car spectrum.

Key words. ISM: individual objects: Carina nebula – ISM: general – HII regions

? Based on observations collected with the FLAMES spectrograph at
VLT/UT2 telescope (Paranal Observatory, ESO, Chile), for the Gaia-
ESO Large Public Survey (program 188.B-3002).
?? Full Tables 1–3 are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/591/A74

1. Introduction

The Carina nebula is one of the largest known star-forming com-
plexes in the Galaxy, and has been extensively studied thanks
to its relatively small distance (2.25± 0.18 kpc, Davidson &
Humphreys 1997; 2.35± 0.05 kpc, Smith 2006), and moderate
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foreground reddening (E(B − V) = 0.36, Hur et al. 2012). A re-
view of its properties is given by Smith & Brooks (2008). Several
young clusters are embedded in the Nebula, most notably Trum-
pler 14 and 16, and Collinder 228, which all together form the
Car OB1 association. This is one of the largest OB associations
in the Galaxy, with more than 60 stars earlier than B0, and sev-
eral Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. The most studied member of Trum-
pler 16 is the luminous blue variable (LBV) η Car. About one-
third of all known O3 stars in the Galaxy, and the first O2 star
discovered, are found in Trumpler 14 and 16.

The age of the Carina star-forming region (SFR) and its com-
ponent clusters has been estimated in the range from 1 to several
Myr. Wolk et al. (2011) remarks, however, that no simple age
sequence is able to explain the respective properties of clusters
Trumpler 14, 15, and 16, so that other parameters come into
play to define the properties of these regions. There are also
hints of a past supernova explosion in the region (see Smith &
Brooks 2008, Townsley et al. 2011). The region is still actively
forming stars in its outer parts (Smith et al. 2000, 2004, 2005;
Povich et al. 2011), and shows many dense dusty patches (“pil-
lars”), seen against the very bright emission from the H II re-
gion. Extinction within the molecular cloud, where Carina star
clusters are still partially embedded, spans a wide range (up to
AV ∼ 15 among X-ray detected 2MASS sources, and perhaps
more, Albacete-Colombo et al. 2008), hiding most background
stars from optical observations in the central parts of the clusters.

The stellar population in the Carina SFR was recently ob-
served as part of the Gaia-ESO spectroscopic Survey, which
will cover more than 105 stars belonging to all components of
the Milky Way, including some very young clusters (Gilmore
et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013). More than 1000 low-mass
stars and several hundred OB stars have been observed towards
Carina, using the ESO VLT/FLAMES multifiber spectrograph
(Pasquini et al. 2002). This allows simultaneous observations
of ∼130 targets (stars and sky positions) at intermediate reso-
lution (R ∼ 15 000−20 000, depending on setup) with the Gi-
raffe spectrograph, and 7−8 positions at high resolution with the
UVES spectrograph. Several fibers per Observing Block (OB;
each OB comprises all spectra recorded simultaneously) were
aimed at “empty” sky positions to estimate the sky contribution
expected in stellar spectra. Therefore, the Survey data contain a
rich dataset of pure sky spectra at positions scattered across the
Nebula containing an amount of information on the ionized com-
ponent of the diffuse medium towards that line of sight, which
we study in this work. The spectra of low-mass stars in the field
will be studied in a later work (Damiani et al., in prep.).

The diffuse medium in Carina is already known to be com-
plex, and contains a mixture of components across a huge range
of temperatures. For example, cold gas was imaged in CO lines
by Yonekura et al. (2005); intermediate-temperature gas emit-
ting in the optical lines was studied by Deharveng & Maucherat
(1975), Walborn & Hesser (1975), and Meaburn et al. (1984);
the whole Nebula was found to be permeated by million-degree
hot gas by Seward et al. (1979) and Townsley et al. (2011). Smith
& Brooks (2007) made a comparative review of large-scale ob-
servations of its diffuse medium.

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of pure sky spectra in
the central part of the Carina nebula, obtained by the Gaia-ESO
survey. In particular, we focus on the kinematic properties of
Hα, [N II], [S II], and He I nebular emission lines. In Sect. 2 we
describe the observations, while in Sect. 3 we present our results.
In Sect. 4 we discuss the main implications of our work for the
dynamics of gas in the Carina nebula, while Sect. 5 summarizes
our conclusions.

2. Observational data

The spectra used in this work were obtained mostly with the
Giraffe HR15N setup (R ∼ 19 000), in the wavelength range
6444−6818 Å. Thirteen OBs were executed using this setup
in Carina, yielding 185 sky spectra at 137 individual sky po-
sitions (35 sky positions were observed more than once). Us-
ing Giraffe setup HR14A, 114 sky spectra are also available in
the wavelength range 6301−6689 Å (R ∼ 18 000), overlapping
that of setup HR15N1. Moreover, 15 sky spectra were also ob-
tained with UVES (580 nm setup, R ∼ 47 000) in the ranges
4768−5802 Å (lower arm) and 5822−6831 Å (upper arm). The
Survey targets are low-mass stars ranging down to magnitude
V ∼ 18.5: for about half of the 1085 stars observed with setup
HR15N, the sky brightness at Hα (as recorded by the 1.2 arc-
sec Giraffe fibers) is 100−1000 times the stellar continuum, so
that high-quality information on the sky emission, at least in the
Hα core, was also obtained from the spectra of these faint stars2.
In total, we have some information for more than 650 sky po-
sitions across the Nebula. All spectra presented here are from
internal data release GESiDR4.

Figure 1 shows a DSS image of the Nebula that indicates
the sky positions studied here. The bright diffuse emission is
bounded towards south by a V-shaped dust obscuration. η Car
is the brightest star, a few arcmin east of image center, and the
cluster Trumpler 16 is found all around it, projected against the
brightest part of the Nebula. The compact, massive cluster Trum-
pler 14 (Tr 14) is visible to the northwest. Just west of η Car, the
obscured region with a peculiar shape is the Keyhole Nebula,
already described by John Herschel. As the figure shows, our
observations cover widely different regions of the Nebula.

The HR15N wavelength range contains several important
nebular lines: Hα, the neighboring [N II] lines at 6548 and
6584 Å, the He I line at 6678 Å, and the two [S II] lines at 6716
and 6731 Å. The HR14A range contains the same lines except
for the [S II] lines. The UVES spectra, in addition to these lines
(and many others), also allow the study of Hβ.

3. Results

An example of HR15N sky spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. From
a close inspection, it is seen that most line profiles show double
peaks, as shown in the examples in Fig. 3. This is not a new dis-
covery since it was already noted by several authors (Deharveng
& Maucherat 1975; Walborn & Hesser 1975; Meaburn et al.
1984), but the spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
offered by our new data permit a deeper study of the phe-
nomenon. Figure 3 illustrates the wide range of emission line
profiles found in the Nebula: in Hα, only panels b, c, and d show
a distinct double-peak structure; panels a and f show asymme-
tries in the line, while a superficial look at panel e does not reveal
more than a single Gaussian component. In the line profiles of
panels a, f, and e, however, two components are clearly seen in
the He I (magenta) and [N II] lines (blue and black). Looking at

1 All targets observed using setup HR14A were also observed with
Giraffe setups HR3 (4033−4201 Å), HR5A (4340−4587 Å), and HR6
(4538−4759 Å); however, they do not show strong nebular lines and are
therefore not considered here.
2 The typical peak Hα brightness in classical T Tauri stars rarely (if
ever) exceeds 10 times the star continuum level (see, e.g., Cohen & Kuhi
1979). Moreover, most member stars in Carina are expected to be weak-
line T Tauri from their weak near-IR excesses (Albacete-Colombo et al.
2008), and therefore have still weaker Hα emission.
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Cr 228

Eta Car

Keyhole

Tr 16

Tr 14

Fig. 1. DSS1 image of the central part of the Carina nebula, of size 26′ × 26′, corresponding to 17.4 pc per side at the Nebula distance of 2.3 kpc.
North is up and east is to the left. Red circles indicate positions of sky fibers, using Giraffe setup HR15N. Orange circles indicate fibers on faint
stars, using HR15N. Blue circles are sky fibers, using setup HR14A. Light green circles are UVES sky fibers. Big dark green circles indicate the
approximate positions of clusters studied here and the Keyhole nebula. The dark green arrow indicates the star η Car.

the radial velocity (RV) of the line peaks we observe an approx-
imate correspondence between the peaks of the different lines.
As panels b, c, and f show clearly, there is instead no correlation
between the intensities of Hα and the corresponding peak in the
[N II] line. On the contrary, the intensities of the He I peaks show
a nearly perfect correspondence with those of Hα.

We have fitted all the Hα, [N II] 6584 Å, and He I line
profiles using two Gaussians; we have not attempted the same
fit on the [N II] 6548 Å line since this is weaker by a con-
stant factor 2.95 (set by atomic physics) than the [N II] 6584 Å
line. The best-fit functions are also shown in Fig. 3 with orange

(Hα), cyan ([N II]), and purple (He I) colors: the fit to Hα is ex-
tremely good and is almost indistinguishable from the observed
line profile; even in the case of distorted, single-peak profiles
(e.g., panel e) two Gaussian components are actually required
to yield a good fit. There are very few cases where the Hα pro-
files seemed to require a third component or where even a sin-
gle component was sufficient: in the vast majority of cases two
Gaussians are required. The [N II] and He I lines are also equally
well fitted by two-Gaussian models, although in these cases the
agreement is limited by the lower S/N of the lines (especially
He I). We present in Tables 1–3 all the best-fit parameters of the
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Table 1. Double-Gaussian fitting results for Hα.

No. Id Type/setup RA Dec Hα
(J2000) (J2000) Normblue RVblue σblue Normred RVred σred

1 SKY__10434580-5930497 sky_HR15N 160.94083 –59.51381 43 435.14 –23.61 15.61 58 918.77 4.94 13.38
2 SKY__10445840-5933062 sky_HR15N 161.24333 –59.55172 18 256.59 –31.12 13.93 34 321.84 5.23 15.21
3 SKY__10445040-5935467 sky_HR15N 161.21000 –59.59631 34 377.49 –28.47 13.77 65 136.86 –0.09 17.20
4 SKY__10443390-5934549 sky_HR15N 161.14125 –59.58192 34 307.92 –29.53 14.51 30 563.08 –15.04 23.81
5 SKY__10451730-5942205 sky_HR15N 161.32208 –59.70569 37 527.72 –28.25 15.50 22 025.68 14.37 14.07
6 SKY__10451970-5945404 sky_HR15N 161.33208 –59.76122 24 245.06 –21.95 15.87 9017.24 11.42 15.95
7 SKY__10444430-5943333 sky_HR15N 161.18458 –59.72592 30 519.80 –34.15 14.82 53 892.78 7.00 14.64
8 SKY__10440670-5947505 sky_HR15N 161.02792 –59.79736 8057.94 –24.88 16.14 10 603.72 10.00 15.99
9 SKY__10441789-5948152 sky_HR15N 161.07458 –59.80422 6677.84 –21.83 17.05 5186.23 6.33 17.29

10 SKY__10441380-5943572 sky_HR15N 161.05750 –59.73256 20 338.31 –28.54 15.25 32 785.90 2.83 16.33
11 SKY__10435880-5944037 sky_HR15N 160.99500 –59.73436 10 317.80 –29.29 13.93 37 845.24 2.46 16.48
12 SKY__10434210-5933208 sky_HR15N 160.92542 –59.55578 57 426.48 –13.00 21.76 44 337.46 –0.38 14.19
13 SKY__10434580-5930497 sky_HR15N 160.94083 –59.51381 42 161.66 –24.58 15.38 65 908.87 4.63 13.99
14 SKY__10452410-5932317 sky_HR15N 161.35042 –59.54214 9307.17 –37.75 15.04 29 908.25 3.90 17.32
15 SKY__10451230-5939301 sky_HR15N 161.30125 –59.65836 57 393.14 –32.90 14.24 46 170.07 14.59 14.92
16 SKY__10454120-5937395 sky_HR15N 161.42167 –59.62764 25 817.26 –29.33 18.31 44 071.29 6.19 14.04
17 SKY__10451730-5942205 sky_HR15N 161.32208 –59.70569 42 171.85 –28.09 15.39 24 532.33 14.49 13.80
18 SKY__10451270-5940065 sky_HR15N 161.30292 –59.66847 43 023.05 –35.24 14.52 120 581.13 6.87 14.57
19 SKY__10452060-5943215 sky_HR15N 161.33583 –59.72264 58 355.08 –25.32 16.09 24 757.19 16.24 12.64
20 SKY__10451970-5945404 sky_HR15N 161.33208 –59.76122 24 230.63 –22.13 15.46 10 209.32 10.43 16.47
21 SKY__10451060-5946127 sky_HR15N 161.29417 –59.77019 32 485.39 –22.23 15.18 10 906.66 13.17 16.08
22 SKY__10444180-5944315 sky_HR15N 161.17417 –59.74208 36 492.25 –32.92 15.70 62 097.00 8.54 14.32
23 SKY__10445440-5941005 sky_HR15N 161.22667 –59.68347 62 865.35 –34.23 14.74 38 519.34 7.42 16.72
24 SKY__10435880-5944037 sky_HR15N 160.99500 –59.73436 9487.00 –27.55 14.85 29 200.92 3.55 16.34
25 SKY__10441810-5941175 sky_HR15N 161.07542 –59.68819 76 112.44 –29.23 14.03 135 383.63 4.77 14.46

Notes. Full table available at the CDS.
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Fig. 2. Example of typical sky spectrum in Carina obtained with the
Giraffe HR15N setup. Prominent nebular lines are labeled.

two-Gaussian models for Hα, [N II] 6584 Å, He I, and also the
[S II] 6717 and 6731 Å lines3. In Table 1, column Type/setup in-
dicates the origin of the spectrum (sky fiber or faint star) and the
Giraffe setup used; columns RV and σ are in units of km s−1.

There are two persistent components across the whole set
of line profiles in the Nebula (analogous fits were performed
on sky-dominated stellar spectra, and on HR14A spectra, with

3 Each Gaussian component will have the analytical form
(Norm/

√
2πσ2) exp(−(rv − RV)2/2σ2) using the tabulated parameters.

similar results), which suggests that there are two well-defined,
distinct dynamical components. Since the Gaussian fits represent
so faithfully the observed line profiles, we examine the proper-
ties of the two components using the best-fit parameter values.
This allows the bulk of nebular emission in Carina to be stud-
ied (see Sect. 3.1.). A very careful inspection of Fig. 3, however,
shows that in the far wings of Hα the two-Gaussian fit differs
from the observed profiles: these residual emissions are found to
possess interesting characteristics, and are studied in Sect. 3.2.

3.1. Main components

From here on, we refer to the bluer component of the lines as
the “approaching” component and to the redder one as “reced-
ing”, in a relative sense since they both might have a positive
(or negative) RV on the same sightline. As the sky image in
Fig. 1 shows, the bright nebulosity is centered on the cluster
Trumpler 16, so it can be expected that its dynamics is related
to the cluster dynamics. Wilson (1953) reports for η Car a RV of
−25 km s−1. We anticipate here that bona fide low-mass mem-
bers of Trumpler 16, from the same Gaia-ESO HR15N dataset
studied here, have RVs in the range of −10 to −15 km s−1 (Dami-
ani et al., in prep.), and the low-mass star RVs are usually more
accurate than those from massive stars because these latter stars
have fewer and broader lines. We assume therefore a “fiducial”
RV for the Trumpler 16-14 clusters of −12.5 km s−1; in our pre-
liminary analysis, no difference in mean RV is found between
clusters Trumpler 16 and 14.

Figure 4 shows the best-fit RVs of the receding Hα compo-
nent RVred vs. that of the approaching Hα component RVblue.
The datapoints refer to pure-sky HR15N data (black), sky data
from faint stars (gray), and pure-sky HR14A data (blue). The or-
ange circle describes the locus of cluster stars, i.e., the center-of-
mass velocity of the cluster RVcm (Damiani et al., in prep.). It can
be seen that the datapoints split naturally into two main groups
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Fig. 3. Line profiles at Hα (red), [N II] 6548 (blue) and 6584 Å (black), and He I (magenta) for various positions across the Nebula. Also shown
are two-Gaussian best fits for Hα (orange), [N II] 6584 Å (cyan), and He I (purple). The lines shown are scaled by the indicated factors for ease of
comparison with Hα. Indicated radial velocities are heliocentric.

(equally populated by black, gray, and blue dots): a larger group
centered at (RVblue,RVred) = (−30, 10) and a smaller one closer
to RVcm. We have indicated these observations (at RVblue > −15
and RVred < 10) with small plus signs, and we refer to these
sky locations as “zero-velocity gas” (with respect to RVcm). We
note that even for zero-velocity datapoints we are still able to fit
two distinct, non-degenerate Gaussian components to most lines
thanks to the very high S/N of our spectra. The dashed line start-
ing at RVcm is the expected locus for an ideal, spherical, optically
thin expanding region, whatever its geometrical thickness or ve-
locity law. The requirement of symmetry, in fact, means that for
each line of sight towards it two RV values are observed, sym-
metrically on opposite sides of RVcm (i.e., the velocity of the
center of expansion). This behavior is actually shown by plan-
etary nebulae (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). Figure 4 shows in-
stead that no global spherical expansion occurs in the studied
part of the Carina nebula, and there is no one-to-one correspon-
dence between RVblue and RVred on the same line of sight. Only
the average approaching and receding RVs of the main group
of datapoints are found on the prolongement of the dashed seg-
ment: on average, the approaching and receding RVs are equal
to RVcm − 20 and RVcm + 20 km s−1, respectively, but no well-
defined center of expansion is identifiable in the data.

Since the datapoints are not smoothly connected to the
center-of-mass velocity, the approaching and receding compo-
nents resemble two distinct layers of gas rather than a spherical
distribution; alternatively, the distribution might still be spher-
ical, but our observations only cover its central parts and omit
parts where expansion is orthogonal to the line of sight, and thus
at RV ∼ 0. Smith & Brooks (2007) discuss the large-scale diffuse

emission in Carina made of several shell-like features roughly
centered on Trumpler 14-16 of sizes 20−30 pc, and suggest that
the double-peaked optical lines would arise from opposite sides
of those shells, along the line of sight. This hypothesis, however,
fails to explain why the intensity of the Hα emission is so spa-
tially concentrated near the central clusters, at intensities much
higher than the outer border of the shells, while projection ef-
fects would cause the reverse effect (highest dilution at the cen-
ter). The line-of-sight depth of the regions producing the most
intense Hα emission can be expected to be on the order of its
sky-projected size, or ∼10 pc in diameter. This might be large
enough to account for the lack of precise correspondence be-
tween RVblue and RVred along the same line of sight. We must not
forget, nevertheless, the known complexity of the Carina SFR
and the possibility that there are actually several distinct centers
of expansion, perhaps at different RVs. The observed emission
might therefore be a chaotic superposition of different expand-
ing spheres.

Figure 5 shows the intensity of Hα of the approaching com-
ponent vs. that of the receding component. Only a weak corre-
lation exists between the two, dominated by the datapoints (blue
dots) from the HR14A dataset coming partly from stars outside
the strong nebulosity to the southwest. The intensity pattern in
the receding component is therefore sensibly different in its mor-
phological details than that of the approaching component, a re-
sult that Hα images might have never shown. The zero-velocity
gas already defined in Fig. 4 is also indicated in Fig. 5 with small
plus signs. We also observe that the intensity of the Hα lines
from the receding and approaching gas are, on average, similar:
if they have intrinsically similar brightnesses, then the absorption
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Table 2. Double-Gaussian fitting results for [N II] 6584 and He I 6678.

No. [N II] 6584 He I 6678
Normblue RVblue σblue Normred RVred σred Normblue RVblue σblue Normred RVred σred

1 2943.68 –31.66 14.71 11 672.97 2.10 10.67 15 235.06 –22.16 13.79 18 024.73 5.19 10.38
2 1130.41 –24.70 15.34 4429.57 5.90 15.36 5555.79 –30.83 11.55 11 833.37 5.01 13.96
3 2528.38 –22.84 13.49 3541.20 9.64 14.93 11 447.99 –28.24 10.67 22 875.81 0.41 14.87
4 10 198.94 –25.17 12.26 3538.75 –12.05 25.62 10 756.85 –29.39 12.29 11 023.40 –15.58 23.19
5 6328.36 –28.63 13.16 2644.65 15.04 12.74 9441.61 –27.95 11.69 7676.87 13.18 13.84
6 4011.71 –17.86 13.23 2122.03 –7.92 27.32 7065.39 –17.61 13.23 1828.86 14.34 8.58
7 7207.63 –33.96 12.22 5305.92 9.02 13.03 9951.92 –32.18 14.02 17 619.99 7.92 12.14
8 1587.50 –20.77 13.62 937.43 11.35 15.09 1064.69 –31.31 8.00 4338.92 5.87 17.68
9 1703.78 –6.20 21.61 525.83 –19.22 10.75 2466.90 –10.28 18.70 266.07 16.04 6.46

10 1684.90 –13.38 11.60 5422.81 –7.82 21.49 5930.21 –30.20 11.87 10 660.00 2.94 13.60
11 4373.97 –3.49 19.85 830.40 –21.12 10.20 2127.89 –33.45 8.29 12 921.66 1.03 13.87
12 4685.66 –33.46 14.92 6965.35 0.05 12.48 22 855.47 –8.70 18.91 10 122.84 0.02 10.93
13 2800.86 –33.03 14.29 13 198.67 2.00 11.49 12 023.08 –26.25 12.42 23 322.05 4.31 12.59
14 2186.93 –16.49 17.16 3758.53 14.88 11.74 3443.08 –32.95 15.86 7619.56 4.88 14.10
15 3167.91 –31.88 13.19 5243.57 12.54 13.00 19 613.70 –32.19 11.88 15 360.44 16.24 12.72
16 3011.29 –30.13 18.32 8014.10 6.37 11.96 5516.82 –33.65 14.53 16 154.50 4.63 13.21
17 7134.41 –28.55 13.13 3000.12 15.01 12.16 13 148.70 –28.02 12.73 8012.74 14.22 12.18
18 2994.32 –29.87 14.65 12 788.21 8.36 12.14 13 590.73 –35.56 11.32 43 233.80 6.74 12.91
19 12 502.16 –26.42 12.22 3405.79 15.45 10.99 16 662.09 –24.51 12.98 8898.32 16.20 11.20
20 3188.13 –20.08 11.56 3135.33 –5.20 22.15 6146.43 –22.07 12.88 3727.43 11.31 15.12
21 8912.84 –21.74 12.62 1470.43 16.12 13.00 7698.10 –22.79 12.53 3627.53 11.56 15.87
22 6138.80 –29.72 12.10 4917.66 12.05 12.53 9370.82 –33.21 13.37 22 366.58 9.27 12.79
23 3765.67 –24.34 19.62 4338.87 9.45 13.73 21 464.20 –33.51 12.20 12 253.55 8.20 15.55
24 526.71 –21.23 9.50 3724.93 –3.80 20.34 3277.37 –24.19 11.73 9583.29 4.69 13.13
25 11 314.24 –21.00 17.92 9176.47 8.85 12.04 25 493.19 –29.10 11.79 46 905.75 4.43 12.16

Notes. Full table available at the CDS.

Table 3. Double-Gaussian fitting results for [S II] 6717 and 6731.

No. [S II] 6717 [S II] 6731
Normblue RVblue σblue Normred RVred σred Normblue RVblue σblue Normred RVred σred

1 998.76 –32.45 12.98 3398.53 4.20 10.39 727.14 –33.94 12.95 2696.04 3.09 10.02
2 1655.72 –4.40 19.00 736.73 9.41 9.97 1304.64 –4.45 19.94 519.97 8.08 9.21
3 1733.36 –20.27 18.14 950.03 14.14 12.06 1352.34 –19.90 18.25 642.85 13.89 11.27
4 2687.79 –21.74 12.12 740.18 7.11 32.20 2636.84 –22.17 11.68 582.76 6.44 32.56
5 1748.67 –25.49 12.72 836.83 16.73 11.97 1313.25 –26.18 12.99 610.61 16.64 11.96
6
7 2213.11 –31.97 11.54 1278.25 10.42 13.44 1662.81 –32.62 11.37 933.80 9.52 13.01
8
9

10
11 469.30 –18.53 9.54 1110.19 –0.66 20.34 366.52 –17.40 10.31 866.86 –2.12 21.39
12
13 967.95 –32.94 12.99 3802.68 4.36 11.14 691.68 –33.68 12.85 3033.48 3.42 10.71
14 667.02 –14.19 14.92 1498.09 16.50 11.59 448.63 –17.26 13.95 1137.60 15.03 11.83
15 1093.46 –28.97 11.44 1380.37 12.65 13.00 791.13 –29.16 11.26 1049.22 11.93 12.59
16 1528.20 –26.27 20.60 1249.28 10.53 10.68 1076.97 –26.00 20.08 991.71 9.75 10.83
17 1988.85 –25.27 13.06 960.64 17.27 11.89 1437.02 –25.62 12.76 687.35 16.37 11.25
18 1013.07 –27.23 13.68 2715.95 10.73 11.64 724.03 –27.75 13.29 2280.19 9.77 11.25
19 4184.69 –24.85 11.55 926.70 17.31 10.44 3029.70 –25.83 11.14 699.69 15.96 10.98
20
21
22 3028.96 –27.92 10.67 1108.90 14.41 12.80 2149.86 –28.79 10.36 851.78 13.11 12.83
23
24
25 2519.56 –30.03 15.18 2615.40 9.17 12.48 1890.12 –30.80 15.31 2041.98 8.08 11.98

Notes. Parameters are not given when the fit did not converge. Full table available at the CDS.

towards them cannot be sensibly different (much less than one
magnitude of extinction), and only a small amount of dust may
exist between them, despite the great distance which is likely to
separate them.

Thus far we have assumed implicitly that the receding gas
is generated from expansion starting from some place inside

clusters Trumpler 16 and 14 and that it is located at greater dis-
tances than the clusters themselves, while the opposite holds for
the blueshifted, approaching gas. In principle, it would not be
impossible to have the reversed situation where the two layers
are actually moving towards one another, leading to a huge col-
lision, which might have already generated the existing massive
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Fig. 4. Radial velocity of the receding component vs. RV of the ap-
proaching component. Here the black dots refer to pure-sky fibers from
the HR15N setup, blue dots to pure-sky from the HR14A setup, and
gray dots to sky lines from faint stars. The orange circles represent the
average RV of low-mass cluster stars. The dashed line is the expected
locus for purely spherical expansion. A subsample of apparently pecu-
liar datapoints is highlighted using “+” symbols.
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Fig. 5. Normalizations of best-fit Gaussians for the receding vs. ap-
proaching components. The dashed line represents identity. Other sym-
bols as in Fig. 4.

clusters. In order to discriminate between the two scenarios, it
is necessary to determine unambiguously which layer is closer
to us. We have seen that extinction differences, if they exist, are
subtle and cannot be determined from the statistical arguments
discussed above. However, a much more accurate way to estab-
lish the reddening suffered by optical line emission is through
the Balmer decrement. For this aim we use the 15 UVES pure-
sky spectra, which include both Hα and Hβ. Because it is not
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Fig. 6. Examples of Hβ (red) and Hα (black) lines from pure-sky fibers
using UVES. A vertical shift was applied to spectra from different sky
positions. The Hβ lines were scaled up by a factor of 7.

a spectrophotometric instrument, we cannot determine absolute
reddenings for the two layers (i.e., calibrated flux ratios between
Hα and Hβ); however, it is possible to find which layer has the
highest reddening of the two. Figure 6 shows examples of com-
parison between Hα (black) and Hβ (red): in all cases the re-
ceding, redshifted layer shows slightly attenuated Hβ intensity
with respect to Hα, and thus higher reddening. The reverse is
never found. This may be taken as evidence that the two layers
are expanding away from the central clusters and η Car, although
a different temperature between the two layers might mimic the
same effect (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006).

We have compared best-fit parameters between different
lines, starting from Hα and He I. The respective RVs are shown
in Fig. 7, where red (blue) dots indicate the receding (approach-
ing) components from HR15N data, and pink (purple) dots
the same components from the HR14A data, respectively. The
agreement is excellent, except for a few outliers, most of which
are already known as the zero-velocity gas (plus signs). It should
be noted that the He I line is by far the weakest line in our sam-
ple (Fig. 2), with intensity ∼1/90 of Hα, so that in Fig. 7 errors
in the ordinates must be much larger than errors in the abscis-
sae; the latter are expected to be of the same size as the plotted
dots. The very good coincidence in RVs strongly suggests that
the same gas is emitting in these two lines. This conclusion is
reinforced by the comparison of the intensities in the two lines
in Fig. 8, which again shows a very tight correlation.

Since the same material emits in the Hα and He I lines, the
slight difference in their line widths, already observed with ref-
erence to Fig. 3 above, must be related to microscopic properties
of the gas, and can be taken as a measure of temperature. The
total line width for hydrogen will be

σH =

√
σ2

T + kT/mH (1)

and an analogous expression, with the appropriate atomic mass,
for He. Here, σT is the component of the line width due to
instrumental width and turbulence (and any other macroscopic
velocity field, identical for hydrogen and helium, and therefore
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Fig. 7. Radial velocity from the He I 6678 Å line vs. RV from Hα.
Red (blue) symbols refer to the receding (approaching) component from
HR15N data. Purple (pink) symbols refer to the same two components,
but from HR14A pure-sky fibers. Plus symbols refer to zero-velocity
gas as in previous figures. The dashed line represents identity.
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Fig. 8. Fit normalization for He I vs. normalization for Hα. Symbols as
in Fig. 7. The dashed line indicates a constant ratio of 1/90.

irrelevant for our derivation of temperature). Therefore, we plot
in Fig. 9 the Hα and He I line widths, with three loci of con-
stant temperature (5000, 10 000, 15 000 K). Most datapoints fall
between 5000−15 000 K; strong outliers are more likely to arise
from failed fits than from extremely high (low) temperatures.
Datapoints for the approaching (blue) gas tend to show higher
temperatures than those of receding gas, by a few thousands K.
Turbulent velocities span a range of approximately 7−15 km s−1

(net of the instrumental line width), often above the sound speed
for T ∼ 10 000 K.
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Fig. 9. Gaussian widths σ of He I lines vs. those of Hα. The
three dotted lines represent loci of constant gas temperature Tgas =
5000, 10 000, 15 000 from top to bottom. The dashed line represents
equality. Symbols as in Fig. 7. Only datapoints with the same RV from
Hα and He I within 3 km s−1 are shown.
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Fig. 10. Radial velocity from the [N II] 6584 Å line vs. RV from Hα.
Symbols as in Fig. 7.

Next, we compared Hα parameters with those for [N II]
6584 Å (the strongest of the [N II] doublet). The RV comparison
is shown in Fig. 10: the agreement between the respective RVs is
much worse than in the case of He I of Fig. 7. The [N II] line is
about 20 times stronger than the He I line, so the disagreement
is certainly not due to errors, but is real and is a definite indi-
cation that the gas emitting Hα is not strictly the same as that
emitting the [N II] lines. Although not the same gas, the dynam-
ics of these two components is similar since the Hα and [N II]
RVs are nevertheless well correlated (the receding gas more so
than the approaching gas): they might be two adjacent layers or
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Fig. 11. Fit normalization for [N II] vs. normalization for Hα. The
dashed line indicates a constant ratio of 1/8. Other symbols as in Fig. 10.

bubbles in the same expanding material. We note that there is no
definite sense in which the respective RVs differ: if, for exam-
ple, the Hα-emitting gas were moving systematically faster than
the [N II]-emitting gas, one would observe a correlation with a
slope different from 1 (the dashed line), still centered on RVcm.
The zero-velocity outliers (plus signs) are found in [N II] some-
times at RV ∼ RVcm and sometimes at definite non-zero RV. We
return to this point below.

The comparison between the intensities of Hα and [N II]
strengthens even more the conclusion that they arise from differ-
ent material (Fig. 11); the intensity ratios between the two lines
span an order of magnitude (or more). We discuss the interpre-
tation of this result below.

The comparison between the RVs from Hα with those from
the [S II] 6717 Å line is shown in Fig. 12. Here, many more dat-
apoints are shown than in Fig. 10, from observations of sky lines
from faint-star HR15N spectra. On the other hand, datapoints
from HR14A observations are missing since the [S II] lines
are outside their wavelength range. Figure 12 shows the same
pattern as Fig. 10, with a loose correlation and a peculiar place
for the zero-velocity gas. This suggests at least a similarity in the
dynamics of the [S II]-emitting and [N II]-emitting gas, which is
confirmed by their direct comparison shown in Fig. 13. Although
both lines are stronger than He I, the latter correlation is not as
tight as that between Hα and He I, so again the conclusion is that
the [S II]-emitting gas is nearly coincident with but not identical
to the [N II]-emitting gas. In Fig. 13 we also note that most of
the zero-velocity datapoints are not outliers here, but follow the
same correlation as other datapoints. Since the plotted data are
statistically independent, this demonstrates that the zero-velocity
points do not arise from failed fits, but have a real significance.
The same considerations apply to the comparison between [S II]
and [N II] intensities in Fig. 14: a good correlation, but signifi-
cantly different from identity.

Following this preliminary assessment, we have examined
the ratio between the two [S II] 6717/6731 Å lines, which
depends only on the gas density, for densities in the range
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Fig. 12. Radial velocity from the [S II] 6717 Å line vs. RV from Hα.
Red (blue) symbols refer to the receding (approaching) component from
HR15N data. Cyan (orange) symbols refer to the same two components,
but from HR15N observations of faint stars. Other symbols as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 13. Radial velocity from the [S II] 6717 Å line vs. RV from [N II]
6584 Å. Symbols as in Fig. 7.

102−105 cm−3 (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). A plot of the ratio
between the Hα and He I line widths (a proxy for temperature
as discussed above) vs. the [S II] 6717/6731 Å intensity ratio
is shown in Fig. 15. There is a tendency for the approaching
gas to have both higher temperatures and lower densities (higher
6717/6731 Å ratio) than the receding gas; median 6717/6731 Å
ratios are indicated by the vertical dashed lines, and correspond
to densities of 100 (×

√
104/T ) cm−3 and 200 (×

√
104/T ) cm−3,

respectively.
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Fig. 14. Fit normalization of [N II] 6584 Å vs. [S II] 6731 Å. Symbols
as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 15. Gaussian width ratio between Hα and He I (proxy for tempera-
ture) vs. normalization ratio between [S II] 6717/6731 Å (proxy for den-
sity). Temperature increases upwards, while density increases towards
the left. Symbols are as in Fig. 7. The red (blue) vertical dashed line in-
dicates the median [S II] 6717/6731 Å ratio for the receding (approach-
ing) components. On average, the receding component has higher den-
sity and lower temperature than the approaching component.

A plot of the [S II] 6717/6731 Å intensity ratio vs. intensity
of the [S II] 6731 Å line is instead shown in Fig. 16. The corre-
lation, although not strict, indicates that for increasingly strong
[S II] emission the density of the emitting gas also increases; the
highest electron densities found are ∼2 × 103 (×

√
104/T ) cm−3.
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Fig. 16. Intensity ratio between [S II] 6717 Å and 6731 Å lines vs.
intensity of [S II] 6731 Å. Symbols as in Fig. 12. The dashed line at
unity ratio corresponds to electron density Ne ∼ 600 cm−3.

3.2. Low-intensity components

The two emission components nicely described by Gaussian
shapes constitute the bulk of the nebular emission in the stud-
ied region. However, as expected from a close inspection of
Fig. 3, there are small but significant departures from these pure
Gaussian shapes in their extreme wings. We are able to study
these low-intensity wings thanks to the very high S/N of our
data. To this purpose we consider spectra from sky fibers alone
in order to avoid any possibility of confusion with stellar fea-
tures. After subtracting out the best-fit Gaussian components
from the lines, residual emission can in most cases be seen,
representative examples of which are shown in Fig. 17. The in-
tensity levels of this emission are about two orders of magni-
tude lower than the peak Hα emission. Figure 17 shows resid-
uals in Hα (orange), He I 6678 (green), and the [S II] lines
(6717 Å in blue, and 6731 Å in red). The two black dashed
lines indicate the best-fit RVs of the main Gaussian approach-
ing/receding components. The gray dashed lines indicate RVs of
RVcm ± (50, 100, 380) km s−1, for reference4. We demonstrate in
Appendix A that the residual patterns seen in Fig. 17 are not of
instrumental origin. First, we note from the figure that the resid-
ual emission in Hα shows two apparently distinct components: a
lower-intensity high-velocity gas, with RV reaching (absolute)
values up to 400 km s−1 or above, and a narrow component,
mostly seen at lower absolute RVs between 50−100 km s−1 (rel-
ative to RVcm), i.e., between the two bands delimited by gray
lines near the center. In [S II] (red/blue curves) no wide wings
are seen, but the narrow components may sometimes appear at
RVs close to those of Hα narrow wings. A wide variety of sit-
uations is encountered across the Nebula: the wide and narrow
wings both span a wide range of intensities, and each type may
be observed without the other (see, e.g., panels f and h). The
wide wings present a marked symmetry between the blue and

4 The 380 km s−1 boundary was chosen so that the measurement of
wide-wing intensity below remains unaffected by the skyglow feature
falling at RV ∼ −420 km s−1.
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Fig. 17. Examples of low-intensity components in the lines, as residuals from the Gaussian best fits to the main components of Hα (orange),
He I 6678 (green), [S II] 6717 Å (blue) and 6731 Å (red). The He I residuals are scaled up by a factor of 10, and those of [S II] by a factor of 3.
Black vertical dashed lines indicate the RVs of the two main Gaussian components. Gray dashed lines indicate the adopted boundaries to define the
wide and narrow Hα wings, all centered at RV = −12.5 km s−1. Indicated radial velocities are heliocentric. The emission features in the Hα profiles
at RV ∼ −420 and ∼ + 280 km s−1 originate from terrestrial airglow. In the plotted units, Hα peak emission before best-fit subtraction is for each
panel respectively equal to 124 300 (panel a)), 27 800 b), 426 700 c), 182 600 d), 224 200 e), 50 200 f), 111 300 g), and 98 300 h). Intensity levels
of ±1% of peak emission are indicated in each panel by horizontal dashed lines.

red sides, while the narrow wings much less so: the red wings
may be stronger than the blue ones, or viceversa (panels b and
c). When the [S II] emission is present, although it resembles
the emission in the narrow Hα wings, it may be found at abso-
lute RVs both lower (panel a) and higher (panels d, g) than the
narrow Hα wings; in panel g it is very strong in relative terms.
Finally, panel e shows a conspicuous case (and not the only one)
of self-absorption in the inner portion of the blue wide wing at
about −100 km s−1; the width of this absorption component is
considerable, ∼50 km s−1. In this section we try to understand
the physical meaning of all these features.

In the figure, a regular saw-tooth pattern can be seen in the
residuals near RV = 0; this is not random noise, but a system-
atic effect. The maximum amplitude of such a residual pattern,
compared to original line peaks (see figure caption), is on the
order of 1−2%, in accordance with the very good appearance
of fitted models in Fig. 3. From numerical experiments, it turns
out that this effect occurs because no wide emission compo-
nent was included in our fitting model in addition to the two
Gaussian components. As a result, the widths σ of the best-
fitting Gaussians are very slightly overestimated (by ∼1.5%),
producing exactly the same residual pattern as observed. This
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only affects marginally the immediate neighborhood of the main
components, and therefore also the inner boundary of the nar-
row Hα components; farther out, however, the residual line pro-
files are totally unaffected. If we are able to detect systematic
effects in the best-fit widths σ of such a small amplitude, ran-
dom errors on σ are necessarily much smaller than 1% on av-
erage, otherwise they would mask the above effect. In general,
even where wide wings are not detected, additional components
of low-amplitude, compared to the main ones, will produce sim-
ilar residual patterns, especially in Hα. Therefore, we consider
the physical existence of gas emitting in the narrow Hα wings
to be questionable. Instead, the emission features in the [S II]
residuals between absolute velocities 50−100 km s−1, of ampli-
tude much larger than the [S II] residuals in the range [RVcm −

50,RVcm + 50] km s−1 can be considered a real phenomenon.
We note that Walborn et al. (2002) have found many RV

components (in absorption) in the STIS UV spectra of four
O stars in Carina in lines of several ionized species; for most
lines, however, the STIS spectra are saturated in the RV range
studied in the present paper and provide no useful informa-
tion, while the many narrow absorption components at RV <
−100 km s−1 found in the STIS spectra have a completely differ-
ent appearance from the high-velocity components studied here,
and therefore originate in different regions.

The existence of the wide Hα wings has been known for
decades (Lopez & Meaburn 1984); in the direction of the
Keyhole Nebula, Walborn & Liller (1977) and Boumis et al.
(1998) found that they are the spectrum of η Car reflected from
local dust. This explains the apparent self-absorption at RV ∼
−100 km s−1 seen in Fig. 17 (panel e) and in a few other places
near that position. We discuss in the next section the spatial dis-
tribution of the wide-wing emission, which is strongest in coinci-
dence with the Keyhole and along the line between it with η Car,
as found by Boumis et al. (1998). This again suggests reflected
emission from η Car for their origin, rather than local high-
velocity gas. Our data enable us to test these two alternative hy-
potheses further. A detailed comparison with the actual spectra
of η Car can be done using data from the ESO archive, where
16 UVES spectra are available covering the years 2002−2004;
of these we only consider those without strong signs of satura-
tion in Hα (8 spectra). A representative selection is shown in
Fig. 18 in the regions around the Hα and He I lines. We looked
for similarities between our residual patterns of Fig. 17 and the
η Car spectra in the HR15N wavelength range. The most charac-
teristic features seen in the η Car spectra are the wide Hα wings
and a peculiarly shaped He I 6678 line (Fig. 18). Like Hα, the
profile of the η Car He I 6678 line is also variable. We find a
striking similarity between the latter line profiles and our He I
fit residuals of Fig. 17, panels a, e, and f, and some hint of blue-
wing He I residual emission also in panels b and g. This would
further support the case for wide Hα wings as a reflection effect.
We show below that there is no proportionality between the sky
continuum intensity (from reflection nebulosity) and the wide-
wing intensity. This can be reconciled with wide wings being
due to reflection of η Car emission only if the sky continuum is
larger than the scattered η Car continuum owing to contributions
from other stellar continua as well. We find that this is indeed the
case. Figure 19 shows that the η Car continuum and wide wings
(downscaled by a suitable factor) describe well the lower en-
velope of nebular datapoints. Therefore, the missing correlation
between the two quantities across the nebula is not inconsistent
with the reflection hypothesis for the wide wings.

Figure 20 shows, as already suggested from Fig. 17, that the
intensities in the blue and red parts of the wide Hαwings are very
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Fig. 18. Selection of UVES spectra of η Car in the Hα (black) and
He I 6678 lines (green) for the years 2002−2004, as indicated above
each spectrum. Spectra are continuum-subtracted and shifted vertically
for clarity. The He I line amplitude was enlarged 10 times to facilitate
comparison with Hα. Vertical dashed gray lines indicate the same ve-
locities as in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 19. Sky continuum vs. total intensity in the wide Hα wings. Small
dots refer to pure-sky fibers from setups HR15N (black) and HR14A
(blue), while big red dots are the downscaled continuum and wide wings
of η Car. The dashed line is a constant factor of 4 × 10−4.

well correlated with one another. Figure 20 also shows that the
intensity in the blue wide wing is systematically lower than that
in the corresponding red wing. This is actually inconsistent with
most of the measurements from η Car spectra (red datapoints);
the signal-to-noise ratios of these spectra are so high that the
errors on the η Car wing measurements are negligible (compa-
rable to the plotted symbol size), so that the difference is highly
significant. Also significantly different are the velocities of the
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Fig. 21. Ratio of red to blue wide Hα wing intensities, in the vicinity of
η Car vs. radial distance. Symbols as in Fig. 20.

absorption reversal in the η Car spectra (v ∼ −150 km s−1) and in
the nebular spectrum (v ∼ −125 km s−1) of Fig. 17, panel e. Both
discrepancies can be reconciled, however, by assuming that the
scattering dust is not at rest. If the dust is expanding away from
η Car, an observer comoving with the dust would see the η Car
emission as redshifted; then, depending on the dust relative mo-
tion with respect to us, the reflected redshifted line may gain an
additional redshift, a blueshift, or no shift at all. For a spher-
ically expanding dust envelope, a total wavelength shift vary-
ing linearly with radial distance is predicted. Therefore, Fig. 21
shows the ratio between the red and blue wide Hα wings (in-
creasing with redshift) vs. radial distance from η Car: a clear
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Fig. 22. Intensity of high-velocity components in the [S II] 6717 Å
line vs. those in the [S II] 6731 Å line. The dashed line is identity. The
average ratio, higher than one, indicates low densities. Symbols as in
Fig. 10.

correlation is seen for most datapoints, connected smoothly with
the actual η Car values at zero distance. No such correlation is
instead found for distances greater than 5 arcmin from η Car.
It should be noted that because of the variability found in the
η Car Hα profiles (red points), some scatter in the distribution
of nebular values was expected, in agreement with the handful
of outliers seen in the figure. Therefore, the hypothesis of a re-
flection origin for the wide Hα wings is supported by our data
only if the scattering dust is radially expanding away from η Car.
On the other hand, we do not find any reasons why the emis-
sion from genuine high-velocity gas should show a pattern like
that in Fig. 21; therefore, this hypothesis should be discarded. It
should also be noted that the reflecting dust is likely to form a
half shell expanding towards us, rather than away from us: in the
latter case, dust observed close to η Car would move away both
from this star and from us, and the corresponding redshift in the
scattered emission would be larger than the redshift at the shell
edge farther away where dust moves tangentially with respect to
us. Therefore, a dust half-shell expanding away from us should
show a negative slope in the redshift-radius diagram, whereas
the positive slope seen in the diagram of Fig. 21 corresponds to
a half-shell expanding towards us.

All things considered, the most reliable indicator of genuine
diffuse high-velocity gas (v ∼ ±100 km s−1), found only at some
places in the studied region, is the occasional emission in the
[S II] wings discussed above. The doublet ratio permits the gas
density of this high-velocity gas to be derived. Figure 22 shows
the intensity in [S II] 6717 Å vs. [S II] 6731 Å: the former is on
average higher, indicating low densities (∼100 cm−3).

3.3. Spatial morphology

Important information on the emitting gas is derived from its
spatial distribution. Figure 23 shows a map of the intensity of
the two main components (blue/cyan/purple circles for the ap-
proaching component, red/orange/pink circles for the receding
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Fig. 23. Spatial map of Hα line intensity (fit normalization). The radius
of each circle is proportional to intensity. Blue (cyan, purple) circles
refer to the approaching component, while red (orange, pink) circles re-
fer to the receding component. The circles are color-coded as in Figs. 7
and 12. The oblique dashed lines outline the edges of the absorption
lanes visible in Fig. 1. Crosses indicate the positions of O/WR stars
from Walborn (1973). The large black circles indicate the positions of
Trumpler 14 (upper), ηCar (middle left), and the Wolf-Rayet star WR25
(middle right). The green “+” symbols indicate the positions of zero-
velocity gas (see Fig. 4).

one). The circle radius is proportional to the best-fit normaliza-
tion (scaled by exposure time, and thus proportional to observed
flux). The dark lane position is indicated by the dashed lines.
Crosses indicate O/WR stars from Walborn (1973). The large
black circles indicate the positions of Trumpler 14, η Car, and
the Wolf-Rayet star WR25. Finally, green plus symbols indicate
the positions of zero-velocity gas identified in Fig. 4.

Figure 23 is very complex, but a few dominant features can
be observed. The distribution of surface brightness is not the
same for the approaching and receding components; the latter
strongly dominates, especially in a region comprising η Car and
towards the southwest, parallel to the southern dark lane. The
approaching component dominates north of this region, and also
between it and the southern dark lane with impressive regular-
ity despite the low intensity of both approaching and receding
components there. Most of the zero-velocity gas is found con-
centrated on two sides of Trumpler 14, again parallel to the near-
est dark lane. Overall, it is evident that plane-parallel distribu-
tions prevail here over circular (or spherical) configurations for
the bright material, as was already clear for the dark, obscur-
ing material. Some sort of density stratification probably plays
a very important role in shaping the entire central region of the
Carina nebula. We note that the different intensity distributions
for the two components could have never been discovered using
narrow-band Hα images since even narrow-band filters are not
wavelength-selective enough to image them one at a time.

The map in Fig. 24 is similar to Fig. 23, but with circle radii
proportional to |RV − RVcm| for both approaching and receding
components. As already suggested from the discussion of Fig. 4
there is no global velocity pattern; on smaller scales, we observe
again the near-zero RVs on the two sides of Trumpler 14, and
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Fig. 24. Map of RV of approaching and receding gas. Symbols as in
Fig. 23. Circle size is proportional to |RV−RVcm|, with the largest circle
corresponding to |RV − RVcm| = 42.6 km s−1.
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Fig. 25. Map of the distribution of intensity in the wide Hαwings (gray)
and sky continuum emission (green). Circle size is proportional to inten-
sity. Darker gray circles indicate data from pure-sky fibers using HR14A
setup. Thick circles and crosses have the same meaning as in Fig. 23.
The large gray circle closest to the center indicates the very intense
Hα wings in the direction of the Keyhole Nebula.

there are indications that other patterns exist on similarly sized
scales. Therefore, the two main components here must be local
to the inner region of the Nebula and not connected to the global
expansion of the whole Carina nebula, on scales of 20−30 pc, as
already discussed above.

Before discussing the local regions individually, we examine
some other distribution maps. Figure 25 illustrates the distribu-
tion of wide Hα wings intensity (gray circles with radii propor-
tional to intensity); it is clear that they are found all around η Car,
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Fig. 26. Map of the intensity ratio [N II] 6584 Å/Hα. Symbols as in
Fig. 23, except for the cyan/orange data from faint stars, which are not
used here. Circle size is proportional to ratio; the largest circle corre-
sponds to a value of 2.4.

not only in the direction of the Keyhole Nebula. The green cir-
cles instead indicate the intensity of the sky continuum, which is
distinctly measurable in some of the pure-sky spectra and re-
veals reflection nebulosity from dust in the vicinity of bright
stars. The fact that this continuum emission has no features sim-
ilar to the solar spectrum and that its intensity varies among sky
spectra from the same OB, ensures that it does not originate
from scattered moonlight, but from dust reflection in Carina. The
strongest reflection nebulosity is evidently found in Trumpler 14,
but also the η Car region shows clear detections of it. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, we do not find a proportionality
between the intensity of the reflected sky continuum and that of
the wide Hα wings.

Figure 26 shows the spatial distribution of the intensity ra-
tio between the [N II] 6584 Å line and Hα. However, since we
found above that the respective dynamics of hydrogen and ni-
trogen show that the two sets of lines do not come from exactly
the same gas, but merely from adjacent (or otherwise loosely
connected) gaseous components, we consider their intensity ra-
tio only in places where their RVs differ by less than 3 km s−1.
For constant ionization fractions of H and N, their intensity ra-
tio is an increasing function of gas temperature (Haffner et al.
2009). Taking it at face value, under the hypothesis of constant
H and N ionization, the map would imply a wide range of tem-
peratures for the emitting regions (about a factor of 3, with exact
values depending on the assumed H and N ionization fractions).
This is wider than the range derived above from the line-width
ratios (outliers excluded) and, moreover, there is no correlation
between the line-width ratios and the N/H intensity ratios shown
in Fig. 26. Therefore, it is more likely that rather than a range in
gas temperatures the N/H ratios reflect here variations in the N
(or H) ionization fraction. The figure shows then that this varies
strongly, and in different ways for the approaching and reced-
ing components (as found by Deharveng & Maucherat 1975); in
the approaching component the N ionization increases markedly
south of η Car (again, along a region parallel to the southern
dark lane), while in the receding component it is more uniform
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Fig. 27. Map of the intensity ratio between [S II] 6731/6717 Å, increas-
ing with density. Symbols as in Fig. 23. The largest circle corresponds
to a ratio of 0.65. We note the high values of this ratio near the Keyhole
Nebula, ∼3 arcmin NW of η Car.
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Fig. 28. Map of intensities of emission in the far wings of [S II] 6717.
Symbols as in Fig. 23.

with some preference for higher values in the northern parts. We
discuss an interpretation of this in the next section.

Figure 27 shows the distribution of the intensity ratio be-
tween [S II] 6731/6717 Å (increasing with density), the highest
values of which are most often found in the region surrounding
the Keyhole Nebula. Finally, Fig. 28 shows the intensity distri-
bution of the high-velocity [S II] emission occasionally found
(see Fig. 17), which is especially frequent as a receding com-
ponent north of η Car and as an approaching component next
to the western lane, and may trace high-speed shocks (Hartigan
et al. 1999). A closer examination of shock diagnostics will be
presented in Sect. 3.5 below.
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Fig. 29. Position-velocity diagram for Hα in the neighborhood of Trum-
pler 14. Circle size is proportional to line intensity. Color codes as in
Fig. 4. The distance origin is taken at the Trumpler 14 position indi-
cated with the large black circle in the upper right of Fig. 23. Positive
distances are towards the SW; the dark lane lies at position ∼+3 arcmin.
The direction of the observer is towards the bottom at negative RVs.

3.4. Position-velocity diagrams of shell-like structures

As discussed above with reference to Figs. 23 and 24, velocity
structures seem to exist at local scales rather than on the scale
of the entire studied region. It was also noted that plane-parallel
geometries are dominant over circular ones, so it is natural to
look for velocity structures along preferred directions rather than
along the radial direction inside circular regions. The first ex-
ample shown here in Fig. 29 is a position-velocity diagram in
the region surrounding the northern cluster Trumpler 14, already
mentioned in connection to the zero-velocity gas. In Fig. 29, the
abscissa reports distance along an axis at a position angle of 110◦
(from north, clockwise), passing though Tr 14 center. The cho-
sen position angle reflects the spatial alignment of zero-velocity
datapoints. The circle radius is proportional to Hα intensity (fit
normalization), and approaching and receding components are
both shown in the same color. The pattern indicates some sort
of radial expansion, approximately centered in Tr 14. The geom-
etry is not spherical, however, but distorted, probably because
the medium into which expansion is taking place has a strongly
non-uniform density. Some non-spherical expansion geometry
was already suggested by Deharveng & Maucherat (1975). We
find an abrupt discontinuity in the RV pattern for the approach-
ing component at projected distances between (−2,−1) arcmin:
to the left of this position the approaching gas RVs flatten out
to a nearly constant value close to −10 km s−1, as if the expand-
ing gas had hit a much denser layer of material traveling at that
speed and was basically stopped and forced to co-move with it.

Additional evidence for such an interaction having occurred
between the expanding gas and another layer may come from the
position-velocity diagram of Fig. 30, which differs from the pre-
vious figure in that the circle size is proportional to Hα line width
σ and thus to turbulent speed (or temperature); it is clear from
this diagram that the line width increases systematically and sig-
nificantly in the “stopped” gas, likely as a result of a collision
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Fig. 30. Same as Fig. 29, except that circle size is proportional to line
width σ.
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Fig. 31. Same as Fig. 29, but using the [N II] 6584 Å line.

with a massive obstacle. Also interesting is the corresponding
position-velocity diagram using [N II] instead of Hα; in this re-
gion are found many of the outliers seen in Fig. 10, where the
Hα RV was near RVcm while the RV of [N II] emission was
similar to the rest of the approaching gas. Analogously, Fig. 31
shows that the expansion of the Tr 14 shell seen in the [N II]
line is very different than that seen in Hα; the shell morphology
is barely discernable, and more importantly the [N II] emission
does not indicate any slowed-down expansion where Hα does,
but continues to show high approaching velocities. Obviously,
the [N II] emitting gas is different, and in this particular case ly-
ing beneath the gas emitting Hα, and has yet to reach the space
region where slowing down occurs.

Also worth investigating is the region surrounding η Car, as
noted in the discussions above on spatial distributions. Figure 32
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Fig. 32. Same as Fig. 29, but centered on η Car. Positive distances are
in the NW direction from η Car. The Keyhole Nebula lies at position
∼+3 arcmin.

is a velocity-position diagram like Fig. 29, but centered on η Car
towards position angle 35◦. Here too a sort of distorted, incom-
plete shell is suggested by the diagram; the incompleteness to-
wards the south is due to the strong obscuration by the south-
ern dust lane (left of distance of −5 arcmin in the figure). At
a projected distance of ∼2.5 arcmin the shell border, converg-
ing towards RVcm, is clearly visible; the same datapoints show
increased Hα line intensities (larger circles in the figure), as ex-
pected because of projection effects. This position nearly coin-
cides with the Keyhole Nebula. To the right of this position, Hα
emission is much weaker, but the RV pattern suggests another
shell towards NNW, possibly centered on the O3 star HD 93250.
Near a position of ∼2.5 arcmin, an interaction between the two
shells might be taking place and contributing to the peculiar-
ities of the Keyhole Nebula summarized in Smith & Brooks
(2008). Such an interaction might be diagnosed by an increased
gas turbulence, which – as can be understood from Fig. 9 – is
an important contributor to measured line widths. To investi-
gate this possibility we show the same diagram with circle sizes
proportional to Hα line widths (see Fig. 33): these are generally
small (symbols adopt the same scaling factor here as in Fig. 30),
but increase precisely in the group of datapoints around position
∼2.5 arcmin and RV ∼ −10 km s−1, i.e., the putative interaction
region between the shells. This might be an indication of ongo-
ing shell collision and merging.

The η Car shell presents a rich phenomenology that deserves
a closer examination. As evident from Fig. 26, in the half-plane
SE of η Car the [N II]/Hα intensity ratio is systematically higher
in the blueshifted component than in the redshifted one. More-
over, under the rough zero-order assumption of spherical expan-
sion, we can transform the line RV into a distance from the ex-
pansion center (i.e., η Car) with a best-guess conversion factor
such that the shape of the shell is as round as possible. The re-
sult of this transformation is shown in Fig. 34, where axes are
scaled to parsecs using the known Nebula distance; the origi-
nal measurements (sky-projected distance in arcmin and RV) are
shown at the top and right borders, respectively. Only compo-
nents that differ in RV by less than 3 km s−1 are used to compute
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Fig. 33. Same as Fig. 32, except that circle size is proportional to line
width σ.
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Fig. 34. Reconstructed geometry of the η Car shell. Bottom left axis
indicates distances parallel (normal) to the plane of sky. Top and right
axes indicate the original measurements, as in Fig. 32, and the sym-
bols are also the same, except that here circle size is proportional to
the Hα/[N II] intensity ratio. The brown double-lobe structure near the
center represents the position and actual inclination of the Homunculus
Nebula (size is not to scale). The horizontal dashed line, which defines
angle θ = 0, is parallel to the sky plane; the oblique line indicates the
Homunculus polar axis.

the [N II]/Hα ratio (proportional to symbol size in Fig. 34).
We know the inclination angle to the line of sight of the Ho-
munculus Nebula surrounding η Car (whose two lobes are in-
dicated in Fig. 34 in brown) from the very detailed studies of
Davidson et al. (2001) and Smith (2006). It turns out that the
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Fig. 35. Intensity ratio Hα/[N II] vs. azimuthal angle θ, defined in
Fig. 34. Symbols as in Fig. 5. Vertical dashed lines indicate the pro-
jections of the Homunculus polar axis.

Hα/[N II] ratio varies in a systematic way with azimuthal angle
θ, defined in the figure (and increasing counterclockwise), with
θ = 49◦ corresponding to the projection of the Homunculus po-
lar axis in the NW direction (with a component away from us),
and θ = 229◦ corresponding to its projection towards the SE
(with a component towards us). As a function of θ, the Hα/[N II]
ratio is shown in Fig. 35; fairly well-defined minima are found
corresponding to each of the poles. In the next section we dis-
cuss why the Hα/[N II] intensity ratio can be considered a good
indicator for the ionization parameter q. Thus, the minima in
Fig. 35 also correspond to minima in the ionization parameter
q: gas lying along the Homunculus polar axes is therefore irra-
diated with much less UV flux than gas in the equatorial direc-
tions (∼30 times less). This is possible if the total column den-
sity in the matter surrounding η Car is not isotropic, but much
higher near the polar axes. This picture agrees very well with
the findings of Smith (2006) that most of the matter forming the
Homunculus was originally ejected by η Car at high latitudes
and did not get its shape by the effect of a circumstellar torus. If
the circumstellar torus picture were the case, we would observe a
brighter UV irradiation near the poles, i.e., the opposite of what
our data suggest. Our picture also implies that η Car is by far
the dominant ionizing source inside its own shell, and probably
throughout the entire Trumpler 16 cluster.

Such directionality in the ionization pattern around η Car,
and the shape itself of the Homunculus, would also suggest
a polar-angle dependence for the mechanical energy output of
η Car winds. If this is true, the turbulent line widths mentioned
above that increase near the inter-shell boundary but not along
the η Car polar axis might then suggest that winds from massive
stars are a secondary contributor to turbulence in H II regions,
which is in agreement with Krumholz & Burkhart (2016).

We have also examined whether a similar pattern exists for
the gas density as measured from the [S II] 6731/6717 line ra-
tio. The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig. 36, with cir-
cle sizes proportional to the [S II] 6731/6717 intensity ratio (in-
creasing with density). Here, no dependence on closeness to the
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Fig. 36. Same as Fig. 32, except that circle size is proportional to the
[S II] 6731/6717 intensity ratio.
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Fig. 37. Same as Fig. 29, but centered on WR25.

Homunculus polar axis is found; instead, the line ratio and gas
density tends to increase systematically from the SE to the NW
(left to right in the figure) for projected distances <3−4 arcmin,
with the highest densities found near the NW shell edge, corre-
sponding to the Keyhole nebula, as noted above.

Finally, Fig. 37 suggests the existence of a third prominent
shell, centered on the Wolf-Rayet star WR25 (hereafter WR25
shell), with position angle 150◦. Here too, the southern part of
the shell is hidden behind the western dark dust lane, while at
position ∼−2.5 arcmin the shell boundary is seen in the diagram,
with enhanced Hα luminosity as above. To the left of that bound-
ary traces of another shell can also be seen in this case (presum-
ably the same shell north of η Car as mentioned above). Here
again, we test using line widths whether interactions may be
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Fig. 38. Same as Fig. 37, except that circle size is proportional to line
width σ.
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Fig. 39. Same as Fig. 37, but now using the [S II] 6731 Å intensity.

present; Fig. 38 suggests that this may indeed be the case, with
increased line widths at several places near RVcm. The much in-
creased intensity of the [S II] lines at some places in this region,
shown in Fig. 39, might also be indicative of localized shocks at
the interface between the two shells (Hartigan et al. 1999).

All shells show a distorted shape, indicative of density gra-
dients of the material into which they expand. For this reason
it is difficult to define a typical radius for each of them. The
maximum RV interval ∆RV at shell center is instead clearly de-
fined from the position-velocity diagrams, and is found to be
∆RV ∼ 35 km s−1 for the Tr 14 and WR25 shells, and a larger
∆RV ∼ 45 km s−1 for the η Car shell. The approximate sizes
of the shells (∼5 arcmin radius) and the observed expansion
speed allow a timescale estimate, which turns out to be very
short (∼1.5 × 105 yr for the η Car shell). Since this is much
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Fig. 40. Intensity ratios Hα/[N II] vs. Hα/[S II]. Symbols are as in Fig. 7.
Tiny dots indicate measurements where the absolute RV difference be-
tween Hα and [N II], or Hα and [S II], is larger than 3 km s−1. Black
lines/polygons indicate typical loci of supernova remnants (SNR), plan-
etary nebulae (PNe), and Galactic HII regions (H II), as labeled. The
green line grid is part of the cloudy model grid shown in Viironen
et al. (2007) over a range of O/H abundances and ionization parame-
ters q, as labeled.

shorter than the estimated ages of the massive stars in Carina,
it is likely that a much larger amount of material should be
present exterior to the bright nebulosity. Detection of a complex
velocity structure in the interstellar absorption Na I D lines was
indeed already known towards the center of Carina (Walborn
et al. 2007, and references therein), and demonstrates that sub-
stantial amounts of neutral gas are present, in addition to the
predominantly ionized gas studied here. The Gaia-ESO data on
the Na I interstellar lines in Carina will be studied in a future
work.

3.5. Line-ratio diagrams

In this section we discuss briefly how line ratios in our dataset
compare with measurements from other nebular regions, includ-
ing HII regions, planetary nebulae (PNe), and supernova rem-
nants (SNR). Line-ratio diagrams involving the lines used in
this work were presented by Sabbadin et al. (1977), and then by
Riesgo & López (2006) and Viironen et al. (2007). They showed
that these different object classes populate different regions in
the diagrams with minimal mutual overlap. We show in Fig. 40
the intensity ratios of Hα/[N II] vs. Hα/[S II]. As is clear from
Figs. 10 and 12, however, some sightlines have discrepant RVs
between Hα and [N II] ([S II]). Whenever the RV discrepancy
is more than 3 km s−1 in absolute value, the line-ratio diagram
mixes intensities of emissions from slightly different nebular
layers, and must be treated with caution; therefore, the corre-
sponding datapoints are shown with tiny dots. The black lines
and polygons shown in Fig. 40 indicate typical loci of H II re-
gions, PNe, and SNR. None of our datapoints falls in the SNR
region, where heating is dominated by shocks. The bulk of the
datapoints lie just above the PNe wide strip (however, the limits
of these loci are only indicative; see the much wider distributions
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Fig. 41. [S II] λλ 6717/6731 intensity ratio vs. Hα/[S II] ratio. Circles
refer to intensity ratios in the narrow wings of [S II] and Hα, when
present (violet: approaching component; purple: receding component).
Other symbols are as in Fig. 12. Solid lines/polygons indicate SNR,
H II, and PNe loci as in Fig. 40. Dashed horizontal lines enclose the
range where the [S II] 6717/6731 ratio is a useful measure of density
(increasing from top to bottom).

of PNe points in Riesgo & López 2006). Nearly half of our data-
points fall outside the “nominal” H II box in the figure; this same
pattern has already been found for extragalactic H II regions by
Viironen et al. (2007). These authors compare their datapoints
with grids of nebular ionization models, and show that such a
pattern is indeed expected for a fixed [O/H] abundance ratio,
but a varying ionization parameter. In particular, our datapoints
agree with an oxygen abundance of 8.7 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.9,
and an ionization parameter in the range 6 × 107 < q < 109.
Both Hα/[N II] and Hα/[S II] increase with q in the given range.
Most of our datapoints fall at higher Hα/[S II] values than typi-
cal Galactic H II region, which is likely caused by the ionization
parameter q in Carina exceeding typical H II values elsewhere in
the Galaxy.

Another useful diagram introduced by Sabbadin et al. (1977)
is the [S II] λλ 6717/6731 intensity ratio vs. Hα/[S II] (Fig. 41).
Here again loci of H II regions, PNe, and SNR are indicated. This
diagram contains more datapoints than that of Fig. 40 since it is
only based on three lines and does not involve [N II]. In addi-
tion, we include measurements (circles) from narrow line wings
(Sect. 3.2), which are sometimes very evident in [S II]. Plus signs
indicate instead zero-velocity gas, which may lie at the interface
between adjacent shells. Figure 41 shows that a few datapoints
from these two categories lie in the SNR region or very close to
it, suggesting that shocks may indeed be present but only in very
few places in the nebula including the shell boundaries.

4. Discussion

The new observations of nebular emission lines in the central
regions of the Carina nebula have put into evidence a rich va-
riety of new facts. The emitting gas is highly differentiated in
its kinematic properties: in general the hydrogen-emitting and
forbidden-line-emitting gas have similar motion, but may also

sometimes show highly contrasting velocities, as in the case of
the Tr 14 shell. The low-level high-velocity emission was stud-
ied here in greater detail than in previous studies thanks to the
very high S/N of the new data.

We have presented new evidence showing that the wide Hα
wings arise from a reflection of the emission of η Car off dust,
which strengthens results from previous works. However, to be
entirely consistent with our observations, this dust cannot be
stationary, but must expand away from η Car. It should be noted
that η Car is spectrally variable on timescales shorter than the
light-crossing time (∼11 yr) of the putative dust shell radius
of ∼5 arcmin. Regarding longer-term variability, we are fortu-
nate that this 11-yr delay between the direct and reflected η Car
emission coincides nearly with the time difference between our
observational datasets (2002−2004 for η Car UVES spectra;
April 2014 for the bulk of our HR15N nebular spectra), which
means that the comparison between η Car and its reflected emis-
sion, e.g., in Fig. 21, is unaffected by long-term variations.

The narrow excess emission seen in the Hα fit residuals be-
tween absolute RVs of 50−100 km s−1 is of uncertain signifi-
cance; more significant is the occasional excess emission in the
[S II] lines in the same RV range. Such enhanced high-velocity
[S II] emission appears at almost random places; it might have
originated where the fast OB star winds encounter local over-
densities in the ambient medium with the formation of shocks,
as suggested by line-ratio diagrams. The reason why this phe-
nomenon happens preferentially around |RV| ∼ 100 km s−1 is
also unclear; it might only be a coincidence that this is close to
the sound speed in the million-degree hot plasma that is found
diffusely in the same region (Townsley et al. 2011), and that is
also supposed to be heated by shocks caused by the OB stars
winds. A detailed theoretical investigation of the complex ob-
served phenomena in this complex region would certainly be de-
sirable.

The two main expanding layers at RV ∼ RVcm ± 20 km s−1

were known long before this work, as mentioned in the intro-
duction. The ∼20′ × 20′ spatial region studied here in the bright-
est, central part of Carina is nearly the same as that studied by
Deharveng & Maucherat (1975) using lower quality data, and
covers about one-third of that studied by Meaburn et al. (1984),
who however analyzed Fabry-Perot spectra only along two lines
crossing Carina. Our findings from the previous section support
a local origin for the bulk of approaching/receding line emission,
from a few discrete expanding shells of gas surrounding the most
massive stars. In order to place these findings in the appropriate
context, we refer to the larger scale images in Smith & Brooks
(2007), and their Fig. 5b in particular, showing an Hα/[O III]
flux-ratio image. This figure suggests strongly that the entire
Carina nebula is composed of a collection of shells and cavi-
ties, of projected sizes in the range 15−60 arcmin and therefore
much larger than the shells found in this work. Both Trumpler 14
and 16 are found in the northern lobe of a bipolar cavity (see
also Smith et al. 2000), apparently split in two by the dark dust
lanes. The same image does not show smaller scale subshells
corresponding to those we describe in the previous section (all
falling in the same northern lobe of the bipolar cavity). To rec-
oncile our results with the larger scale gas bubbles, we hypoth-
esize that our shells have already started to merge together, pro-
ducing the larger structures of the bipolar cavity. This structure,
with each of its lobes having an asymmetrical shape, must also
have a very complex velocity field according to Meaburn et al.
(1984), who noted that a spherically expanding nebula would
not fit their dynamical data. Our data do not show any velocity
component clearly associated with the post-merging expansion
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whose velocity might be close to the dominant shell’s approach-
ing/receding velocity or even very different but undetected be-
cause of the much lower intensity of its emission (which might
have remained hidden within the complex fit residuals shown in
Fig. 17).

Another important result from the data presented is the ex-
istence of significant gradients, typically with plane-parallel ge-
ometries rather than spherical geometries. In addition, the men-
tioned “shells” develop along preferred directions rather than
along a radial direction; they should be called “cylinders”, al-
though the physical mechanism leading to this type of expansion
geometry is not easy to understand. The nitrogen ionization frac-
tion also shows significant gradients; in the η Car shell they are
explained by a polar-angle dependence of the ionizing flux inci-
dent on the Nebula. In general, two preferred directions appear to
be those of the two obscuring dust lanes. In addition to this dark
material, other layers of “invisible” material were also shown
to exist. One example is the massive (and perhaps neutral) layer
moving at RV ∼ −10 km s−1 against which part of the Tr 14 shell
appears to have collided; another example is the neutral material
moving at RV ∼ −100 to 0 km s−1, causing the known inter-
stellar absorption lines towards Carina stars. The complexity of
observed structures in the studied region is such that there are
no truly representative “average” conditions that hold to a good
approximation everywhere in the region. In order to put other
studies (e.g. on the stellar populations of clusters Tr 14 and 16)
into a proper context, a careful consideration of local conditions
is essential.

5. Summary

We studied the profiles of optical emission lines of Hα, [N II],
[S II], and He I on more than 650 sightlines in the central part
of the Carina nebula. We recover the known double-peaked line
profiles in all lines, and through Gaussian fits to the lines we also
show that single-peaked lines actually arise from two distinct
components, approaching and receding gas. The main properties
of the gas yielding the bulk nebular emission are the following:

– The motion of gas in the central 20′ × 20′ of the Carina neb-
ula indicates that there are several distinct expanding shells
centered on η Car, Tr 14, WR25, and possibly the O3 star
HD 93250.

– The shape of these shells is non-spherical, with preferential
directions for expansion that are related to the geometry of
the dark obscuring dust lanes and abrupt distortions likely
caused by collisions with higher-density material; traces of
collisions between adjacent shells are also found.

– Hα emitting gas is basically the same as He I emitting gas,
while significant kinematical differences are found with re-
spect to gas emitting in the forbidden lines.

– The gas temperature is found to be ∼104 K from line-width
ratios of H and He, and slightly hotter in the approaching
component.

– Gas densities were derived from the [S II] doublet ratio, and
found in the range 200−300 cm−3, increasing towards the
inner parts of the Nebula and near inter-shell boundaries.

– The N ionization fraction is found to increase systematically
towards the south in the approaching component, with an al-
most opposite trend for the receding component. In the η Car
shell, this varying ionization is shown to be correlated with
angular distance from the Homunculus polar axis.

– Within a small sample of sky directions, the differential
Balmer decrement between approaching and receding gas

indicates a very low extinction. Therefore, dust causing the
occasionally high measured extinction must be located ei-
ther in front of or behind the shells observed in Hα (and stars
contained within them), but not inside the shells.

– The shell sizes and expansion velocities imply short
timescales of ∼1.5 × 105 yr for the ionized gas.

We also found significant residual emission at high absolute RVs
after subtracting out the main Gaussian components from the ob-
served profiles. A wide component is very often found in Hα,
while narrow components are occasionally found in [S II] and,
with less confidence, in Hα as well. We have found several dis-
tinct pieces of evidence that such wide Hα wings arise from
reflection of the η Car spectrum (in agreement with previous
studies), and that the reflecting dust is likely radially expanding
to account for the observed asymmetry in these wings. Reflec-
tion nebulosity is also indicated by the level of sky continuum
in places other than the Keyhole, notably near the Tr 14 core.
The [S II] narrow components are instead suggestive of local-
ized shocks, as also hypothesized for the diffuse X-ray emission
already known in the region.

We note that the observational data presented here were not
originally taken with the purpose of studying the nebular emis-
sion. According to the Gaia-ESO Survey observing strategy, a
number of fibers are routinely targeted at empty sky positions in
order to eliminate the sky contribution from the stellar spectra.
This study demonstrates the rich scientific content of the Gaia-
ESO Survey data, even surpassing their intended objectives.
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Appendix A: Giraffe/HR15N instrumental line profile

In Sect. 3.2 we examined best-fit residuals with amplitudes
of 1−2% with respect to peak emission. Our ability to draw
meaningful conclusions from such low-level features (in rela-
tive terms) in our data requires some detailed understanding of
the instrumental response. We therefore examined Th–Ar cali-
bration lamp spectra that are nearly simultaneous to some of the
data studied here. These spectra are crowded in lines, and there-
fore only very few lines were isolated and bright enough to study
their extreme tails down to less than 1% of peak. One such ex-
ample is shown in Fig. A.1, where the abscissa ∆λ is transformed
into a velocity scale to facilitate comparison with the results in
Sect. 3.2. In the same figure we show one-Gaussian (red) and
two-Gaussian (blue) best-fit models to the lamp line profile, and
their residuals. The one-Gaussian model is discrepant from the
observed line profile at a level of 3−4% maximum. The two-
Gaussian model residuals are much smaller, slightly exceeding
1% discrepancy. The profile obtained by convolving the lamp
profile with a Gaussian with σ = 10 km s−1 (e.g., a typical tur-
bulent or thermal width), however, yields residuals of only 1%
when fitted with only one Gaussian. At face value, this would
suggest that by approximating the instrumental spectral response
with a simple Gaussian we should expect spurious fit residuals
on the order of 1% of peak emission. However, in Fig. 17 we
observe that the oscillating residuals around zero velocity often
exceed the 1% level (indicated by the horizontal dashed lines),
and show a typical peak-to-peak RV interval of ∼30−40 km s−1,
while the residual oscillations in Fig. A.1 occur at the 1−2 pixel
level (RV intervals ∼4−8 km s−1). The latter property would es-
pecially indicate that the nebular fit residuals are unrelated to the
non-Gaussianity of the instrumental line profile.
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Fig. A.1. Giraffe HR15N Th–Ar lamp line (black), and best-fit one-
Gaussian (red) and two-Gaussian (blue) models. To facilitate compari-
son with earlier results the abscissa is shown on a velocity scale. Best-fit
residuals, scaled up three times, are shown in green and orange for the
one- and two-Gaussian models, respectively. The vertical dashed gray
lines correspond to those shown in Fig. 17; the horizontal dotted lines
indicate amplitudes in the residuals of ±1% of peak, like the horizontal
lines in Fig. 17.

To clarify the problem more accurately, we considered the
above two-Gaussian model for the lamp line profile as the basis
for our nebular-line fitting procedure. The normalized lamp line
profile was modeled using two Gaussians as

λ(v) =
A1√
2πσ2

1

exp
− (v − v1)2

2σ2
1

 +
A2√
2πσ2

2

exp
− (v − v2)2

2σ2
2


(A.1)

with the best-fit parameter values v1 = −6.404371 km s−1, σ1 =
6.44256 km s−1, A1 = 0.3966431, v2 = 3.454723 km s−1, σ2 =
6.069641 km s−1, and A2 = 0.6033569.

The convolution of λ(v) with a Gaussian was then used in
place of a simple Gaussian as the basic ingredient of our two-
component nebular-line fits, as in Sect. 3.1. The fit residuals were
then computed as in Sect. 3.2. In this way we obtained residual
patterns that are almost indistinguishable from those shown in
Fig. 17. We conclude that all systematic peculiarities found in the
residuals in Fig. 17, discussed in Sect. 3.2, do not arise because
of instrumental effects, but reflect actual properties of the nebular
lines.
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